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order and security, and the plebiscites had shown how fervently
France desired these blessings. Thus, though a lover of liberty
and a kind-hearted man, he had to suppress every sign of
disorder with a heavy and often indiscriminating hand. No
one was allowed to utter, in the Press or in public meetings,
or even in private conversation, anything that could possibly
bring discredit on the Government. The outward forms of
universal suffrage were kept up; but the Emperor put
forward his own candidates, who had all their expenses paid;
and the elections were managed by officials whose livelihood
depended on their capacity to obtain the desired results.
Yet if this was despotism, it was enlightened despotism.
Manufactures were effectively encouraged and commerce
energetically developed. Great public works were undertaken
—roads, canals, sewers, gas-lamps, hospitals and harbours.
Paris was re-planned, slums pulled down, open spaces cleared,
boulevards constructed ; and the French capital took the place
hitherto held by Vienna as the centre of European fashion and
gaiety. Nevertheless the Imperial regime was not popular
there. Its main support was always the peasantry, who felt that
it was their bulwark against Socialism; the Parisians never
forgave Napoleon for the massacre of 4th December.
His foreign policy was equally self-contradictory. He was a
declared votary of nationalism, and aimed at tearing up the
treaties of 1815 which had so flagrantly violated that principle ;
but he had to veil all this lest he should give offence to the
reactionary Powers which already distrusted him as a Bonaparte
and scorned him as & parvenu. Moreover, nationalism generally
took the form of rebellion against constituted authority, and to
support it too actively would offend the Catholic and Conser-
vative party which had done so much to raise him to power
(§,115); and that party was now strengthened by the passionate
adherence of eugenie, the beautiful Spanish lady whom he had
recently made his Empress.
A third complication lay in the fact that he, unlike Napoleon
I, was not a trained soldier, and was by temperament a man of

